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Coalition formation and bargaining power: Theory and
application to international negotiations on public goods

Abstract: This paper studies the role of bargaining power in coalition formation
when two groups of substantially di¤erent agents negotiate over a public good with positive or negative spillovers. Both types of agent are allowed to form coalitions before the
negotiations start. The forming of coalitions does or does not increase bargaining power,
depending on the type of public good and the impact on the agents not participating in
the equilibrium agreements. After analyzing the general game we apply it to North-South
negotiations. For a public good with positive spillovers, such as climate change abatement, southern countries increase their bargaining power by forming a coalition when a
partial agreement induces larger indirect gains for northern countries not participating in
the agreement than for non-participating southern countries. We obtain similar results,
with the opposite sign, for the formation of a northern coalition.
JEL Classi…cation: C78, Q54, F59.
Keywords: game theory, bargaining, coalition formation, climate change, international environmental agreements.
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1

Introduction

This paper studies the role of bargaining power in coalition formation when two groups
of substantially di¤erent agents negotiate over a public good with positive or negative
spillovers (or a private good). Although the model developed below could be applied to
negotiations between a group of buyers and a group of sellers over a private good, we
will use the case of international negotiations over public goods to illustrate our model.
The reasons for this choice are that negotiations over public goods (with positive or
negative spillovers) are quite common in the international arena and that the formation
of coalitions is also a common practice in international negotiations. Of the di¤erent
examples that could be used to illustrate these negotiations, we have decided to focus on
climate change negotiations, due to their relevance and to the fact that a large literature
has applied game theoretic models to analyze these negotiations.
In 1992 virtually all the countries of the world signed and rati…ed the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, the ultimate objective of which is to
achieve the ‘stabilization of greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations in the atmosphere at
a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic inference with the climate system’.
Five years later, the Kyoto Protocol was signed, engaging countries included in Annex
I (OECD countries and economies in transition) to reduce their overall emission by …ve
per cent in 2012 compared to 1990 but leaving non-Annex I countries without abatement commitments. In other words, right from the start, the international community
recognized that there were two types of fundamentally di¤erent countries: Annex I countries (developed countries that accepted a ‘historical responsibility’in the current levels
of atmospheric CO2) and non-Annex I countries (developing countries with a reduced
‘historical responsibility’and an urgent need for development). Nevertheless, every year
3

non-Annex I countries represent a more relevant part of the total emissions with the
result that the current negotiation rounds are focusing on the best way to convince these
countries to accept binding abatement e¤orts. However, it is unlikely that non-Annex
I countries (hereinafter, "southern countries") will accept these binding targets without
some kind of transfer from Annex I countries ("northern countries"). This "transfer"
could take the form of money (unlikely in large sums) or any other form of bene…t (technology transfers or better conditions in other negotiations).
The previous discussion has shown that, if we are looking for negotiations over a
public good with two substantially di¤erent types of agent, climate change negotiations
are a good example. It remains to be seen if coalitions play a signi…cant role in these
negotiations. The answer is yes, as during all the negotiation rounds countries have organized themselves into coalitions, such as the Umbrella Group (US and similarly minded
countries during the nineties), the European Union, the G77 and China (a large coalition of developing countries), the Least Developed Countries, the AOASIS (small island
countries) and more recently the Rainforest Coalition (a coalition including almost all
countries with rainforests, except Brazil).
The question to which we are looking for an answer is whether or not there is a
natural tendency for this type of negotiation over global public goods to be carried out
between a reduced number of coalitions and whether the reason for this possible tendency
is based on e¢ ciency gains or bargaining power gains (or both). Existing literature adds
relatively little to this question. The bulk of the literature on International Environmental
Agreements (IEA) focuses on the formation of a single coalition with more or less similar
countries, chie‡y using the concept of internal and external stability from non-cooperative
game theory (Finus, 2001). In the initial papers, all countries were assumed to be identical
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(Carraro and Siniscalco, 1993; Barret, 1994), although this assumption has been relaxed
in recent years (McGinty, 2007). Another branch of the literature, more concerned with
transfers and initiated by Chander and Tulkens (1997) uses cooperative game theory
to determine optimal transfer schemes but without modeling negotiations explicitly and
without analyzing the role of bargaining power. In general, this literature does not
analyze the negotiation process itself and the concept of "coalition" used also di¤ers
from the one we are going to use. In the literature on IEAs a "coalition" is a group
of countries that have decided to determine jointly their GHG abatement e¤ort (this is
usually done by assuming that they have merged and now maximize their welfare jointly).
In our framework, a coalition is a group of countries that have decided to join forces in
international negotiations over a public good. In other words, for us, "G77 and China" or
the "Rainforest Coalition" are coalitions whereas they are not for most of the remaining
literature on IEA. An exception can be found in Caparrós et al. (2004) who use the same
concept of coalition as we do. The authors model international negotiations on climate
change abatement e¤orts using a bargaining procedure à la Rubinstein but focusing only
on the case of one northern coalition negotiating with one or two southern coalitions (see
Carraro et al. (2005) or Harstad (2008) for a survey on bargaining theory and the use
of this theory in the analysis of international negotiations). Furthermore, Caparrós et al.
(2004) focus on asymmetries of information but not so much on the public good aspect
of the problem.
Our focus on negotiations among coalitions of substantially di¤erent agents also distinguishes our paper from the now large literature that focuses on the formation of coalitions,
such as Bloch (1996), Ray and Vohra (2001), Maskin (2003) or de Clippel and Serrano
(2008). These papers take into account the interactions between coalitions when decid-
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ing the coalition structure to be formed but they do not explicitly model the negotiation
between coalitions.
In this paper we start by setting up a general framework to model negotiations between
N di¤erent northern countries and S di¤erent southern countries over a public good with
positive or negative spillovers. Both groups of countries can decide whether or not to form
coalitions and, once this decision has been taken, they will engage in a negotiation à la
Rubinstein to decide on the transfers o¤ered by northern countries (northern coalitions)
to southern countries (or coalitions). To avoid the problem of multiplicity of equilibria, we concentrate on a multilateral negotiation involving bilateral bargaining protocols.
Our approach relies partly on Chipty and Snyder (1999), who analyze bilateral bargaining between an upstream …rm and several downstream …rms over a private good. We
extend this framework to a public good with several "buyers" and "sellers", considering
simultaneous Rubinstein negotiations. We then analyze the incentives that southern and
northern countries have to form coalitions and di¤erentiate the e¢ ciency gains from the
bargaining power gains. We show that whether or not the forming of coalitions increases
bargaining power will depend on the type of public good and the impact on the countries not participating in the equilibrium agreements. For a public good with positive
spillovers, such as climate change abatement, southern countries increase their bargaining power by forming a coalition if a partial agreement induces larger indirect gains for
northern countries not participating in the agreement than for non-participating southern
countries (we obtain similar results, but with the opposite sign, for the formation of a
northern coalition).
The article is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the general model, discussing the
important distinction in our framework between an agreement structure and a coalition
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structure. Section 3 and 4 show, respectively, the outcomes of the agreement structure
selection process and the coalition structure selection process. Section 5 discusses the
implications of our model for the analysis of climate negotiations. Section 6 concludes.

2

The model

2.1

Coalition structure and agreement structure

N f1; ::; ng is the set of northern countries and S f1; ::; mg the set of southern countries.
The northern countries are the "buyers" of the emission reductions made by the southern
countries (i.e. the northern countries are willing to negotiate over a transfer, in the form
of money or other bene…ts, to the southern countries in exchange for their abatement
e¤orts). A coalition structure of northern countries is a partition
structure of southern countries is a partition
coalition structures and

S

S

of S. Let

N

N

of N and a coalition

denote the set of all northern

the set of all southern coalition structures and let Ni denote an

arbitrary northern coalition and Sj an arbitrary southern coalition. For each pair (
an agreement structure (

N;

S)

is a set of bilateral agreements. Let

the set of all agreement structures for the pair (
and Lucas, 1963) assigns a worth

(Ni ; Sj ; (

N;

N;

S ).
S ))

(

N;

A partition function

S)

N;

S)

denote
(Thrall

> 0 to each agreement (Ni ; Sj )

between a northern coalition Ni and a southern coalition Sj in an agreement structure
(

N;

S ):

The worth attributed to this particular bilateral agreement assumes that all the

remaining players reach their optimal agreements. The distribution of this worth between
Ni and Sj takes place following a bargaining process à la Rubinstein, leading to a worth
of

Ni

for the northern coalition and a worth of

Sj

for the southern coalition. Northern

and southern countries (coalitions) have di¤erent discount factors although all northern
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(southern) countries share the same discount factor, with 1 >

N; S

> 0. That is, we are

assuming that northern countries (respectively southern countries) are relatively similar
one to another but that northern and southern countries are fundamentally di¤erent.
The game
N;

has four stages: (i) stage 1, formation of the northern coalition structure

(ii) stage 2, formation of the southern coalition structure

S;

(iii) stage 3, choice

of the bilateral agreements to be negotiated between northern and southern coalitions
(agreement structure), and (iv) stage 4, alternating-o¤ers bargaining over the distribution
of the worth generated by the bilateral agreements.
We make the following assumptions:
A1: The coalition structure

N

(respectively

S)

is decided by the northern (southern)

countries maximizing the aggregated worth for the northern (southern) countries.
A2: For each pair (

N;

worth is selected out of

S ),

(

the agreement structure (
N;

N;

S)

with the highest aggregated

S ):

A3: The tie-breaking rule in A1 and A2 is random selection.
A4: The distribution of the surplus of each bilateral agreement is negotiated following
Rubinstein’s alternating-o¤er procedure, with the North proposing the …rst o¤er and under
the belief that all the other optimal agreements are implemented.
A5: The southern coalitions can participate in only one bilateral agreement.
A1 allows us to select the particular coalition structures that the North and the South
will choose. More complex coalition formation procedures could also be considered (see
e.g. Ray and Vohra (1999)); however, as we are interested in the agreements coming
out from the di¤erent coalition structures we have decided to keep this part as simple
as possible. A2 states that the agreement structure which maximizes the worth to be
distributed is the one which will be selected. This is the same as stating that the North
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will choose the agreement structure that maximizes the aggregate worth obtained by the
North, since, as shown below in more detail, the bargaining procedure ultimately distributes the worth generated by a given agreement according to a distribution rule that is
de…ned by the relative discount factors of the North and South. Therefore, the higher
the aggregated worth of the agreement structure, the higher will be the aggregated worth
which the North will obtain. A3 ensures that only one structure is selected when several
structures yield the maximum worth for the decision maker. An alternative assumption
with similar result would be, for example, to prefer a coalition structures with fewer
coalitions (because the formation of a coalition has transaction costs). Assumption A4
states that the negotiation of the bilateral agreement will be carried out by alternating
o¤ers from the North and o¤ers from the South until an agreement is reached (Rubinstein, 1982). In turn, this assumption implies a set of assumptions associated with this
particular bargaining model that are well known (Rubinstein, 1982). A5 simpli…es the
analysis, especially in the section below where we will specify the partition function

.

These assumptions allow us to write the following proposition:

Proposition 1 The game

has a unique subgame perfect equilibrium.

Proof. The proof is by standard backward induction and we only sketch it. In stage 4
N;

S

and

(

N;

S)

have already been decided.

(Ni ; Sj ;

(

N;

S ))

gives the surplus

to be shared between Ni and Sj in an arbitrary agreement that is part of

(

N;

S ):

From A3 we know that the worth will be distributed according to the Rubinstein Bargaining Solution yielding a bene…t

Ni

for the North and a bene…t

Sj

for the South.

Since this is a bilateral bargaining under complete information it is a well know result
that the Subgame Perfect Equilibrium (SPE) of the Rubinstein procedure is unique. In
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stage 3 we use the information obtained in stage 4 to calculate
structure (
imizes

P

N;

S)

in (

(Ni ; Sj ; (

i;j

N;

Ni

From A2 the agreement structure

for each agreement
that max-

N;

S ):

S ))

is selected, which is unique by A3. In stage 2 the southern

coalitions know for each coalition structure

S

(

N;

S)

the agreement structure that will be se-

lected and the associated payments to the di¤erent southern coalitions involved in the
subsequent agreements. They select the coalition structure
Similarly, the North selects in Stage 1 the coalition structure

2.2

S

that maximizes

N

that maximizes

P

Sj :

j

P

Ni .

i

Example

We present now a simple example to illustrate game : Assume there are 2 northern countries and 2 southern countries.

N

is f[N1 ; N2 ] ; [N1 [ N2 ]g and

S

is f[S1 ; S2 ] ; [S1 [ S2 ]g,

i.e. the northern countries and the southern countries can either act united or separated
(countries in square brackets indicate a particular coalition structure, [ is used to show
countries acting together as a coalition). To simplify assume that both type of countries have a common discount factor

and that

! 0 (the interval between o¤ers is

in…nitesimal).
For the particular pair (

N;

S)

= ([N1 ; N2 ] ; [S1 ; S2 ]); where both the North and the

South act independently, Table 1 shows in the …rst column all the di¤erent agreement
structures (

N;

S)

and in the second column the worth associated with each bilateral

agreement in the corresponding agreement structure. Therefore,

(

N;

S)

is the set

of all the agreement structures shown in column 1 (bilateral agreements are shown in
parenthesis, i.e., (N1 ; S1 ) means a bilateral agreement between N1 and S1 ). There should
be a similar table for all the possible pairs (

N;
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S ):

[Table 1]
The distribution of the worth shown in the second column takes place in Stage 4
following A4. Since we have assumed for this example that

N

=

S

=

and

! 0;

Rubinstein’s procedure simpli…es to the Nash Bargaining Solution and the worth is distributed equally between the northern coalition (column 3 in Table 1) and the southern
coalition involved in the agreement (column 4 in Table 1). To further simplify the example, we assume that the worth obtained by a country that does not take part in any
bilateral agreement is zero.
In Stage 3, and using A2, the agreement structure f(N1 ; S1 ); (N2 ; S2 )g is chosen since
it has an aggregate worth of
structure pairs in (

N;

S)

P

i;j

ij

= 140. Repeating this process for all the coalition

yields the optimal agreement structure for each coalition

structure pair. In our example, the additional coalition structure pairs in (

N;

S)

to

be considered are: f[N1 [ N2 ] ; [S1 ; S2 ]g ; where the North acts united and the South
separated; f[N1 ; N2 ] ; [S1 [ S2 ]g ; where the North acts separated and the South united;
and f[N1 [ N2 ] ; [S1 [ S2 ]g ; where the North and the South act united.
Table 2 shows the result of this process (for the coalition structure pairs not considered
in Table 1 we have selected arbitrary optimal agreement structures and arbitrary values).
Column 1 in Table 2 shows the di¤erent coalition structures pairs available, column 2 the
optimal agreement structures resulting from step 1, and columns 3 and 4 the aggregated
worth for the North and the South, respectively.
[Table 2]
In Stage 2, and using A1, the South selects to go separated if the North goes separated (since 70 > 40) and to go separated if the North goes united (50 > 30). Taking
this information into account the North decides in Stage 1, and again using A1, to act
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separated (since 70 > 50). That is, in our example the coalition structure selected is
f[N1 ; N2 ] ; [S1 ; S2 ]g ; i.e., both the northern and the southern countries act independently
and the resulting agreement structure is f(N1 ; S1 ); (N2 ; S2 )g : The bilateral agreement
(N1 ; S1 ) has a worth of 100 and this worth is distributed evenly between N1 and S1 : The
bilateral agreement (N2 ; S2 ) has a worth of 40 and would be distributed equally between
N2 and S2 :

3

Bargaining and agreement structure

The general setting in the previous section allows us to clarify how the negotiation process
works. However, since it allows us to say relatively little, we now specify the partition
function

that assigns the worth

(Ni ; Sj ; (

N;

S ))

as a function of the abatement

and the transfers that result from each particular bilateral agreement. In order to do
this, we start by de…ning the payo¤s for the northern and southern coalitions.
The payo¤ of one northern coalition or country Ni (we generally refer to coalitions, but
without excluding that a country acts as a singleton) is given by the function Vi (Q; Q);
where Q = (q1 ; :::; qj ; :::qm ) stands for the abatement performed by the southern coalitions
and Q = (q1 ; :::; qi ; :::qn ) for the abatement made by the northern coalitions. All costs
and bene…ts, except the transfer, are included in Vi : We further assume that the emission
abatements made by the northern coalitions are an optimal reaction to the abatement of
the South after the agreements discussed below have been signed. That is, we assume that
northern countries act as Stackelberg leaders and decide their abatement levels according
to the reaction function q i = fi (Q). Since this implies that q i and Q are functions of
southern abatement we can omit them in the payo¤ expressions. Hence:
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Ji
X

UNi = Vi (Q)

(1)

Tij

j=1

Although this is not necessary to derive most of the results below, in order to facilitate
the interpretation we assume that the value function takes the form Vi (Q) = BNi (Q)
CNi (q i ); where Ni bene…ts from the total emission reductions (BNi ) but only bears the
cost (CNi ) of the abatement that it performs at home. Nevertheless, when a northern
coalition signs an environmental agreement with some (at least one) southern coalition
j, it also bears the cost of the transfer Tij for each one of the Ji agreements it signs. The
abatement qj performed by a southern coalition j in exchange to the transfer granted by
the North i, bene…ts i directly (
at home (i.e.

@CNi
@qj

@BNi
@qj

0) and reduces the abatement to be done by i

0). However, other northern coalitions do not necessarily bene…t

from this abatement (it may bene…t them but it may harm them in political terms, i.e.,
spillovers can be positive or negative).
Since by A5 a southern coalition Sj can only be involved in one bilateral agreement
we have:
(2)

USj = vj (Q) + Tij

Again, all costs and bene…ts except the transfer are included in vj and we assume
that vj (Q) = BSj (Q)

CSj (qj ). We assume

@BSj
@qj

0 and

@CSj
@qj

0. We further assume

that for each possible bilateral agreement there is at least one level of abatement qj for
which Vi (Q) + vj (Q) > 0:
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3.1

Bilateral bargaining (Stage 4)

As indicated in A4, the transfer is determined by the Rubinstein Bargaining Solution
(hereinafter, RBS) and is negotiated at stage 4. At this stage, the two parts of each
bilateral agreement are already known and so is the abatement e¤ort that the South must
perform if the agreement is reached. Denoting the abatement made by all the southern
coalitions not involved in the bilateral agreement by Q j , an agreement between Ni and
Sj yields:

UNa i = Vi (qj ; Q j )

Tij

X

Til

(3)

l6=j

USaj = vj (qj ; Q j ) + Tij

(4)

A disagreement means that Sj will implement its non cooperative abatement qjnc : Nevertheless, the optimal agreement(s) obtained with the other southern coalition(s) Q

j

will continue to hold. That is, in every negotiation the northern coalition and the southern coalition believe that their failure to reach an agreement would not a¤ect the other
optimal agreements, which are negotiated simultaneously. Hence:

UNd i = Vi (qjnc ; Q j )

X

Til

(5)

l6=j

USdj

=

vj (qjnc ; Q j )

(6)

where qjnc = arg maxx vj (x; Q j ); i.e. coalition Sj would choose the abatement level
that maximizes its own payo¤, assuming that all the other countries reach their optimal
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agreements. We de…ne the net payo¤ functions (R) from an agreement at period

Ri (Tij ; ) =

N

Uia

Uid =

N

Rj (Tij ; ) =

S

Uja

Ujd =

S

Vi (qjnc ; Q j )

Vi (Q )

as:

Tij

vj (qjnc ; Q j ) + Tij

vj (Q )

(i)

Let Tij be the o¤er or the countero¤er made by i over the transfer Tij received by
j. Rubinstein’s bargaining procedure mentioned above is as follows: Ni makes an o¤er
(i)

of a transfer Tij to Sj . If Sj accepts then the bargaining is over. If Sj declines the
(j)

o¤er, Sj proposes a countero¤er Tij . The alternating-o¤ers procedure continues until
an agreement is reached. The RBS that we are looking for is the unique SPE given by
(j)

(i)

(i)

(j)

the following two conditions: Ri (Tij ; 0) = Ri (Tij ; 1) and Rj (Tij ; 0) = Rj (Tij ; 1): This
yields:

(j)

Vi (Q )

Vi (qjnc ; Q j )

vj (Q )

vj (qjnc ; Q j ) + Tij

Tij

(i)

=

N

=

S

h

h

(i)

Vi (Q )

Vi (qjnc ; Q j )

vj (Q )

vj (qjnc ; Q j ) + Tij

Tij

(j)

i

i

The …rst equation asserts that Ni is indi¤erent in terms of expected payo¤s as regards
(j)

accepting Sj ’s o¤er Tij in the current period or rejecting it and making in the following
(i)

period the countero¤er Tij that will be accepted by Sj . The second equation re‡ects
the same indi¤erence for Sj . Since we assume (A4) that Ni makes the …rst o¤er, the
equilibrium transfer is

Tij =

S (1

1

N)
N S

Vi (Q )

Vi (qjnc ; Q j )

(1
(1

S)
N S)

vj (Q )

vj (qjnc ; Q j )

(7)

The transfer Tij paid by Ni to Sj depends positively on the marginal contribution of Sj
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to the surplus obtained by Ni (…rst term in brackets) and negatively on the marginal
contribution to the payo¤ of Sj (second term in brackets). That is, the more Ni gets
out of the agreement the more willing it is to pay and the more the Sj bene…ts from the
agreement the less willing is Ni to pay. The resulting payo¤s for Ni and Sj are:

UNi = Vi (Q )

X

Tij

Til = Vi (Q )

3.2

Tij

j

l6=j

USj = vj (Q ) + Tij

X

Agreement structure and abatement (Stage 3)

At this stage both coalition structures (
ture set (

N;

S)

N;

S)

have been formed. The agreement struc-

includes all the possible combinations of bilateral agreements between

these two coalition structures. Both players involved know that they will distribute the
worth on stage 4 according to the RBS. Thus, they are interested in maximizing the
worth of the bilateral agreement by choosing the level of abatement q^j that maximizes
the surplus. Hence for each possible bilateral agreement within

(

N;

S)

we have that

q^j = arg max Vi (x; Q j ) + vj (x; Q j )
x

(8)

This gives the abatement e¤ort that would be performed for each possible bilateral
agreement. The worth of each one of these agreements is given by

qj ; Q j )
ij (^

=

ij (Ni ; Sj ;

(

N;

S ))

This allows us to write the partition function

= Vi (^
qj ; Q j ) + vj (^
qj ; Q j )

that assigns the worth (Ni ; Sj ; (

(9)

N;

to each particular bilateral agreement as a function of the abatement made by the dif16

S ))

ferent coalitions in the agreement structure. Using this information and applying A2 the
agreement structure

(

N;

S)

selected from

yield the highest aggregate bilateral payo¤
structure pair (

N;

4

N;

ij ;

S)

(i 2

includes the agreements which
N; j

2

S)

for a given coalition

We denote qj the optimal abatement corresponding to each

S ).

bilateral agreement in

P

(

(

N;

S ):

Coalition formation and bargaining power

4.1

Formation of a southern coalition (Stage 2)

We now analyze the implications of the formation of a southern coalition

S

at Stage 2.

In particular, and without loss of generality, we analyze the case in which two southern
countries Sj and Sl face the question of whether or not to form a coalition Sj c : Equations
(1)-(8) have to be calculated for the two countries acting separately and for the coalition.
To facilitate the discussion we introduce the superscript (sc) to refer to the values calculated in equations (1)-(8) for the southern coalition. The only issue worth mentioning
is that since the coalition formation is decided in Stage 2 and bargaining only starts in
Stage 4 the impasse point for the coalition Sj c di¤ers from that of the separated countries
Sj and Sl .
The formation of a southern coalition at Stage 2 is pro…table under the condition
that a southern coalition j c is able to get a higher payo¤ than two southern countries
separately:
USjc > USj + USl

(10)

Let us assume, again without loss of generality, that the northern country i signs an
agreement with the southern coalition j c while the northern country k (respectively p)
17

signs an agreement with the southern country j (respectively l) when they are separate.
Thus, condition (10) yields:

sc
vj c (Qsc ) + Ti;j
c > vj (Q ) + Tkj + vl (Q ) + Tpl

(11)

sc
with Ti;j
c ; Tkj and Tpl given by the equivalent to equation (7). Adding and subtracting

Dvj (qjnc ; qlnc ; Q

j l ),

Dvl (qjnc ; qlnc ; Q

j l ),

Vk (qjnc ; qlnc ; Q

j l)

and Vp (qjnc ; qlnc ; Q

j l)

we can

manipulate this expression to obtain a form in which the motives for the formation of a
coalition can be distinguished. To this end, we de…ne:

SE =

vj c (Qsc ) + Dvj c (qjncc ; Qscj c )
vl (Q ) + Dvl (qjnc ; qlnc ; Q

NE =

Vi (Qsc )

Vp (qjnc ; qlnc ; Q

SBP = D vl (qlnc ; Q l )

Vp (qlnc ; Q l )
+ Vk (qjnc ; Q j )
1
S (1

j l)

(13)
j l)

vl (qjnc ; qlnc ; Q

+D vj (qjnc ; Q j )

D =

vj (Q ) + Dvj (qjnc ; qlnc ; Q

j l)

Vi (qjncc ; Qscj c )

Vp (Q )

N BP =

(12)

Vk (Q )
j l)

vj (qjnc ; qlnc ; Q

Vp (qjnc ; qlnc ; Q

S

j l)

(14)

j l)

j l)

Vk (qjnc ; qlnc ; Q

Vk (qjnc ; qlnc ; Q

(15)

j l)

(16)

N)

SE (respectively N E) compares the direct gains obtained by the di¤erent southern
(northern, respectively) countries involved in the agreements by going from the status
quo situation (Nash equilibrium) to the end situation where all the optimal agreements
are in place. Direct net gains can come from …xed-costs savings but also from the di¤erent
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amounts of abatement to which the southern countries rationally expect they are going
to commit themselves while acting united instead of separated. Acting together may also
provide the opportunity to share abatement technologies (between the southern countries)
and this may reduce marginal abatement costs. We call these bene…ts "e¢ ciency gains"
as most of them fall into this category. However, in many international negotiations the
direct net gains can also be political, if it is perceived that negotiating together with
other southern countries is more convenient.
SE represents the "southern e¢ ciency", that is, the gain which the southern countries
can expect when they act together (…rst square bracket) minus what they can expect
acting separately (second and third square bracket). Note that to compare the two
situations the southern countries add what they would obtain in the event of an agreement
and their net bene…t in the event of a disagreement, since their expected payo¤ is a
function of both eventualities. N E represents the "northern e¢ ciency", the gain which
the northern countries would obtain from an agreement with the coalition minus the
gain they would obtain when dealing with two separated southern countries. For N E,
only the net bene…t for the northern countries from the agreement is relevant (i.e. the
three square brackets show the di¤erence before and after the di¤erent agreements). The
reason is that the southern countries, when deciding whether or not to form a coalition,
are only interested in the part of the bene…t for the North that is relevant to them, i.e.
the part that explains the transfer they can expect to obtain.
The …rst square bracket in (14) shows the indirect gain that an agreement between
the southern country j and the northern country k induces for the southern country l as
long as l sign no agreement (the second square bracket shows the indirect gain for j of
an agreement between l and p). The …rst square bracket in (15) shows the indirect gain
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which the agreement between j and k induces for the northern country p if it does not sign
any agreement (the second square bracket shows the indirect gain for k of an agreement
between l and p). We refer to SBP and N BP as "bargaining power" terms. These
gains are irrelevant in equilibrium (where all countries sign their optimal agreements)
but, as we show below, they determine whether or not forming a coalition increases
bargaining power. As in standard one to one bargaining situations, the agreement that
never takes place in equilibrium, the impasse point, de…nes the bargaining power of the
di¤erent agents. That is, N E and SE capture the di¤erences in the gains obtained in
equilibrium between acting as a coalition and acting separately. However, the out-ofequilibrium information captured in (N BP

SBP ) is also relevant for deciding whether

or not to form a coalition. Furthermore, what de…nes (N BP

SBP ) are the indirect

gains obtained in this out-of-equilibrium situation by the countries not taking part in the
partial agreements (while N E and SE focus on the direct gains obtained by the countries
taking part in the agreements).
Finally, D collects the discount terms and has the following properties: (i) for a given
S;

the larger

N

=

S

N

the larger D, (ii) for a given

N;

the larger

S

the smaller D, (iii) if

the larger the discount rate the smaller D, and (iv) D > 0: In other words, a

decrease in D implies more patient countries or a more patient South compared to the
North. In most economic analysis discount factors are assumed to be smaller for southern
countries than for northern countries (or discount rates larger). Nevertheless, the terms
included in D are not necessarily related to …nancial discount rates but incorporate all
"political" reasons that may explain why one country is more impatient than another to
reach an agreement. In international negotiations over climate change internal political
pressure may be stronger in northern countries implying that they are more impatient
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to reach an agreement, and this would yield

N

<

S.

We can now write the following

proposition:

Proposition 2 Southern countries have an incentive to form a coalition if SE + N E +
(N BP

SBP ) > 0:

Proof. Rewrite (11) using equations (12) to (16).
Focusing only on the bargaining power terms we can write:

Corollary 3 Assume that forming a southern coalition has no e¢ ciency gains (i.e.
SE = N E = 0). The formation of a southern coalition is solely determined by the
bargaining power terms and:
(i) If the public good has positive spillovers for the North and negative spillovers for the
South, southern countries have an incentive to form a coalition.
(ii) If the public good has negative spillovers for the North and positive spillovers for the
South, southern countries have no incentive to form a coalition.
(iii) If the public good has positive spillovers for both North and South, southern countries
have an incentive to form a coalition if N BP > SBP:
(iv) If the public good has negative spillovers for both North and South, southern countries
have an incentive to form a coalition if N BP < SBP:
(v) the bargaining power terms are zero for private goods.

Proof. If we are dealing with a public good with positive spillovers for the North, the
increase in abatement provided by j comes to no cost to p (because the agreement has
21

been signed between j and k), i.e., Vp (qlnc ; Q l ) > Vp (qjnc ; qlnc ; Q
for the second square bracket in (15) we have that N BP

j l ).

Since the same holds

0. More precisely, N BP > 0

if p 6= k and the spillovers are strictly positive and N BP = 0 if p = k. Following similar
reasoning, and recalling that D > 0, we can show that for public goods with negative
spillovers for the North we have N BP

0; and that SBP

0 if we are dealing with a

public good with positive spillovers for the South, i.e. vj (qjnc ; Q j ) > vj (qjnc ; qlnc ; Q
and SBP

j l ),

0 for a public good with negative spillovers for the South. N BP and SBP

are zero for private goods since they collect only indirect bene…ts obtained by those not
taking part in the agreements. Combining this information with Proposition (3) yields
the corollary.
That is, even in the eventuality that SE = N E = 0 (i.e., that all the countries involved
in the agreements obtain the same bene…t by passing from the status quo situation to
the …nal situation with all the optimal agreements in place), the southern countries may
have incentives to form a coalition, depending on the relative values of the bargaining
terms N BP and SBP . In the most relevant case to our discussion on climate change
negotiations, we are dealing with a public good with positive spillovers. Thus, if N BP >
SBP southern countries have an incentive to form a coalition. In other words, southern
countries have an incentive to form a coalition in climate change negotiations, if, while
acting separately, a partial agreement induces a larger indirect gain for northern countries
that do not participate than for southern countries that are not part of the agreement
(taking into account in the latter case the impact of D).
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4.2

Formation of a northern coalition (Stage 1)

This sub-section analyzes the implications of the formation of a northern coalition

N

at

Stage 1. As before, without loss of generality, we focus on the case in which two northern
countries Ni and Nk decide whether or not to form a coalition Nic ; introducing the
superscript (bc) to refer to the values calculated using equations (1)-(8) for the northern
coalition.
To consider the formation of a northern coalition, we assume that when they are
separated Ni signs an agreement with Ji southern coalitions (indexed by z) and Nk signs
an agreement with Jk southern coalitions (indexed by y). The sets Ji and Jk are disjoint
such that Ji \ Jk = ;. Finally, we consider that the northern coalition Nic signs an
agreement with Jic southern coalitions (indexed by w), although we do not impose the
condition Jic = Ji + Jk . In all cases the southern coalitions involved are given by the
optimal southern coalition structure
coalition structure

N.

S

formed in Stage 2 as a reaction to the northern

The formation of a northern coalition will be pro…table if:

(17)

UNic > UNi + UNk

bc

Vic (Q

)

Jic
X

Tibc
cw

> Vi (Q )

Ji
X

Tiz + Vk (Q )

z=1

w=1

Jk
X

(18)

Tky

y=1

with Tibc
c w ; Tiz and Tky given by the equivalent to equation (7). By adding and subtracting

PJi

z=1

vz (qznc ; qync ; Q

z y ),

PJk

y=1

vy (qznc ; qync ; Q
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z y ),

D

1

PJi

z=1

Vi (qznc ; qync ; Q

z y)

and

D

1

PJk

y=1

Vk (qznc ; qync ; Q

SE =

Jic
X

z y)

bc
w (Q

v

we de…ne:

vw (qwnc ; Qbcw )

)

(19)

w=1

Ji
X

Jk
X

vz (qznc ; qync ; Q z y )

vz (Q )

1+D
"

"

SBP =

Ji
X

1

1

D J
1

1+D

1

1+D

bc

V (Q

ic

ic

)+D

1

D Ji Vi (Q ) + D
D 1 Jk Vk (Q ) + D

1

Jic
X

Vic (qwnc ; Qbcw )

w=1
Ji
X
1

vz (qznc ; Q z )
vy (qync ; Q y )

+

1

vz (qznc ; qync ; Q

z=1
Jk
X

Vk (qznc ; qync ; Q

1

+D

Ji
X

1

Vi (qznc ; Q z )

z=1
"J
k
X

Vk (qync ; Q y )

z y)

z y)

Vi (qznc ; qync ; Q

z y)

Vk (qznc ; qync ; Q

y=1

#
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z y)

vy (qznc ; qync ; Q

(20)
#

y=1

"

z y)

Vi (qznc ; qync ; Q z y )

y=1

z=1
Jk
X

N BP = D

vy (qznc ; qync ; Q

y=1

z=1

NE =

vy (Q )

#

z y)

(22)
#

The fact that each northern country can sign multiple agreements (unlike the southern
coalitions) explains the di¤erences with the de…nitions of SE; N E; N BP and SBP in
the preceding section. If Ji = Jk = Jic = 1 (each northern coalition signs an agreement
with only one coalition) the de…nitions are almost identical or at least symmetrical: (i)
D appears in N E and N BP and not in SE and SBP (ii) SE focuses on incremental
bene…ts as does N E and (iii) N E adds up agreement and disagreement outcomes as does
SE. Interpretations are therefore symmetrical. We can now write:

Proposition 4 Northern countries have an incentive to form a coalition if N E + SE +
SBP

N BP > 0
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Proof. Rewrite (18) using equations (19) to (22).
In the presence of a public good with positive spillovers, we have N BP
SBP

0 and

0. Thus, we obtain a similar result to that obtained for the formation of a

southern coalition but with the opposite signs for N BP and SBP . The interpretation
of N BP and SBP is similar to that of N BP and SBP although now the expressions
have to take into account the fact that northern coalitions can sign agreements with
di¤erent coalitions whereas our assumption is that southern coalitions can only sign one
agreement. Focusing again on the eventuality that SE = N E = 0, the incentive for the
northern countries to form a coalition depends on the relative values of the bargaining
terms N BP and SBP . For public goods with positive spillovers, northern countries
have an incentive to form a coalition if SBP > N BP (i.e., if a partial agreement induces
a larger indirect gain in southern countries or coalitions that do not participate than in
northern countries that are not part of the partial agreement).

5

Discussion

The model presented above is very general but to facilitate its interpretation we will
focus during the discussion on a much simpler framework with only two northern and
two southern coalitions. Let the northern countries/coalitions be the US and the EU and
the southern countries/coalitions China on the one side and the remaining developing
countries forming the G77 on the other. Are northern (southern) countries/coalitions
going to act united or separately during international negotiations over, for example,
climate change? Before answering this question, let us see to what extent our assumptions
are reasonable for describing these negotiations.
The main limitation is that we have assumed that only bilateral agreements are pos25

sible, meaning that the only way to reach a global agreement would be a deal between a
coalesced North and a coalesced South. Fortunately, this is not as far away from reality
as it could appear at …rst glance since the North (EU-US) and the South (G77-China)
would probably need to reach a common position before they negotiate between themselves if a …nal global agreement is to be reached. If the US proposes a di¤erent deal to
that of the EU, then a …nal global agreement is unlikely. In other words, our bilateral
agreement framework does not preclude a global agreement; it only imposes a precise
structure for the negotiations in order to reach this agreement. This brings us to the
second strong assumption of our framework, the sequential coalition structure formation:
…rst the North, then the South. As pointed out above, this is reasonable if the North
acts as a Stackelberg leader, a plausible assumption for a negotiation in which the North
"grants" a transfer to the South in exchange for an abatement e¤ort which ultimately
bene…ts the South more than the North (as climate change is expected to harm more
southern countries). Furthermore, the EU has approved its strategy until 2020 by committing to a 30% reduction in its 1990 emissions if other industrialized countries join the
e¤ort or 20% if they do not1 . Since this has been done before the negotiations for the
post-Kyoto agreement have really started and the EU has good chances to meet its Kyoto
targets, the commitment of the EU is a priori and credible (almost de…ning a Stackelberg
strategy).
Then, are the countries/coalitions going to act united or separately? First they will
check whether the agreement they can expect by joining forces is better or worse than
the agreement they can expect by acting separately. This is captured in the term SE;
N E; SE and N E and is hardly surprising.
1

Brussels European Council 8/9 March 2007.7224/1/07Rev1. Brussels, 2 May 2007.
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SE captures the direct bene…t the G77 and China (j c ) expect to obtain by negotiating
jointly in comparison with the sum of the bene…ts that China (j) and the G77 (l) expect
to obtain from their respective independent bilateral agreements. Note that not only an
improvement in the expected agreement favors the merger but that an improvement in
the non-agreement situation (vj c (qjncc ; Qscj c )

vj (qjnc ; qlnc ; Q

j l)

vl (qjnc ; qlnc ; Q

j l)

> 0)

also favors the merger. N E compares the bene…t, in terms of abatement, that the North
would obtain in an agreement with the coalesced G77 and China with the bene…ts the
North would obtain from negotiating with China and the G77 acting independently.
Unlike in SE, each square bracket in N E captures only the increase in bene…ts obtained
by passing from the non-agreement status quo to the agreement situation. The reason
is that the South can only expect to extract (some part of) the additional rent that the
North obtains from an agreement.
We are now going to analyze the most interesting terms since they are not focused
on the obvious fact that coalitions will compare the bene…ts they can expect to obtain
by merging. The …rst square bracket in SBP measures the additional bene…ts obtained
by the G77 (l) when China (j) signs a bilateral agreement and therefore moves from its
non-cooperative emission level (qjnc ) to its optimal emission level (the interpretation of the
second square bracket is similar). In fact, SBP compares out-of-equilibrium situations
since both terms in the …rst square bracket assume that the G77 (l) stays in its noncooperative emission level (qlnc ) and in our framework an agreement will always be reached
if the surplus to be shared is positive (as in the part of SE above focused on non-agreement
situations, the term D has to be taken into account). The interpretation of N BP is
similar.
Accepting that a climate change agreement has positive spillovers for southern and
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northern countries (because all of them bene…t from the reductions performed by others)
Corollary 3(iii) tells us that if N BP is larger than SBP then China and the G77 will
have an additional reason to act together, not related to the di¤erent agreements that
would actually be signed while acting together or separately. Should we expect N BP
to be larger than SBP ? Probably not. The major bene…ciaries of GHG abatement
e¤orts are the countries of the South since they are expected to be the most damaged
by climate change. Therefore, the G77 would bene…t from a partial agreement involving
only China and an agreement signed only by the G77 would probably bene…t China (i.e.
SBP will be positive and presumably large). On the other hand, the EU or the US
would bene…t relatively little from a partial agreement involving only the other northern
country/coalition. Furthermore, a partial agreement may even harm one of them in
political terms, as the Bush administration in the US probably su¤ered when the EU
and the remaining Annex I countries continued with the Kyoto Protocol (i.e. N BP if
positive is probably small, or even negative).
And what about the EU and the US? Do they have an incentive based on bargaining
power to unite in climate negotiations? Proposition 6 gives us the terms which the EU and
the US have to consider while deciding whether or not to merge. Assume, for the sake of
the argument, that each northern coalition signs only one agreement (Ji = Jk = Jic = 1).
As stated above, with this assumption, equations (19) to (22) are almost identical to
(12) to (15). The main di¤erence is the impact of D, the term that collects the discount
factors. But if

S

=

N

! 1 we have D ! 1 meaning that this di¤erence also vanishes.

In this case, N BP ' N BP and SBP ' SBP . Owing to the fact that these terms enter
with the opposite sign in Proposition 2 to that in Proposition 6, the same arguments used
to support the lack of incentives for the merging of China and the G77 can be used to
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show that the EU and the US do indeed have an incentive to coalesce for bargaining power
reasons (more generally, this argument shows that if bargaining power favors a merger for
one of the sides of the negotiations the general tendency will go in the opposite direction
for the other side).
Have we seen this behavior in past climate change negotiations? On the road to
Kyoto and Marrakech, not really. G77 and China negotiated together for the major part
of the negotiation process whereas the EU and the US held opposing positions on most
issues. However, the Kyoto Protocol and the Marrakech Accords include no obligations
for the southern countries, meaning that we can hardly talk of a North-South agreement,
in our sense. Nevertheless, current climate change negotiations are more in line with
the predictions of the bargaining power part of our argument. On the northern side,
the G8 members agreed in July 2009 upon a common abatement target for 2050 (80%
reduction of GHG emissions compared to 1990 levels and a 2o C increase in temperature
target) and proposed a 50% global abatement target that would imply abatement e¤orts
for southern countries2 (G8 countries also accepted that they would need to contribute
…nancially). The opposition of China and India prevented an agreement within the G17
on this proposal. That is, the North is forming a common position and o¤ering the South
a deal, which has been rejected. Further negotiations (further o¤ers and counter-o¤ers)
will take place during the Conference of the Parties in Copenhagen in December 2009.
2

“There has been an important convergence in G8 positions, which has provided a strong impulse to
the upcoming negotiations to reach an ambitious and e¤ective global agreement in Copenhagen. [...] the
G8 countries have committed to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions by 80% or more by 2050 with
reference to 1990 or more recent years. [...] The G8 countries con…rmed their willingness to contribute
their fair share of the …nancing [...] to ensure the necessary actions to combat climate change also in
developing countries.” G8 Fact Sheet –Climate Change (www.g8italia2009.it, downloaded 09/09/09)
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6

Conclusion

This paper has studied the role of bargaining power in coalition formation when two
groups of substantially di¤erent agents negotiate over a public good with positive or negative spillovers (or over a private good). We have applied this framework to international
negotiations over global public goods such as climate change mitigation since the basic
features of our model …t these negotiations well. The main question that we have analyzed
is whether or not these negotiations over global public goods have a natural tendency to
be carried out between a reduced number of coalitions and whether the reason for this
possible tendency is based on e¢ ciency gains or bargaining power gains (or both). We
have shown that what drives whether or not bargaining power gains induce the formation of coalitions are the gains obtained by those not involved in the possible partial
agreements (which are, in our framework, out-of-equilibrium agreements). Furthermore,
if bargaining power favors one of the sides of the negotiations acting in a united way, the
general tendency will go in the opposite direction for the other side.
We have left possible extensions of this paper for future research. One alternative
would be to assume the sequential bargaining of the di¤erent agreements instead of simultaneous bargaining. This would probably just change the expressions obtained without
changing the fundamental message. Nevertheless, analyzing the type of bargaining protocol preferred by the North or the South, respectively, remains an open question. Another alternative would be to allow southern countries to reach partial agreements with
di¤erent northern countries, since this could change some of our conclusions. Finally,
and as already pointed out, the coalition formation protocol which we have assumed in
stages 1 and 2 could be replaced by a more complex procedure. This would probably not
change the results obtained in our Propositions and Corollaries but it would allow the
30

stability of the di¤erent coalitions to be analyzed in a more adequate manner.
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f60; 5g

f60; 5g
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Table 1. Agreement structure worth for the coalition structure pair
(

N;

S)

= ([N1 ; N2 ] ; [S1 ; S2 ]).
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(

N;

S)

70

P

f([N1 [ N2 ] ; S1 ); ([N1 [ N2 ] ; S2 )g

50

50

f(N1 ; [S1 [ S2 ]); (N1 ; [S1 [ S2 ])g

40

40

30

30

(

N;

S)

P

i

f[N1 ; N2 ] ; [S1 ; S2 ]g

f(N1 ; S1 ); (N2 ; S2 )g

f[N1 [ N2 ] ; [S1 ; S2 ]g
f[N1 ; N2 ] ; [S1 [ S2 ]g

f[N1 [ N2 ] ; [S1 [ S2 ]g f([N1 [ N2 ] ; [S1 [ S2 ])g

Ni

j

70

Table 2. Aggregated worth of the optimal agreement structures
for di¤erent coalition structure pairs
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